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Wunderkammer – Welcome Note 
 
 
 

(          ) 
 
 
Visitors are reminded that they have just entered a floating Raum (‘space/room’) outside the 
normal spacetime conventions. Please take note of the following: 
 
· Like all lost territories, this space refuses to answer to a single name. Terms such as 

Kunstkabinett, Wunderkammer, Sondersammlung, Theatre of Memory, Cabinet of Curiosities and 
Picturehouse of Intriguing Objects are, to all intents and purposes, interchangeable. 

· This is not history/herstory in any factual sense. Please submit your own interpretations 
at any point where you feel our perspective is a little off. Feedback forms are available on 
request. 

· If you wish, you can view our explorations as a journey along, and back through, the 
concentric ripples of a wave. Any similarities between the ‘circular’ nature of this Route 
and other Circles (e.g., those imagined by Dante Alighieri; see Divine Comedy, written in 
exile, 1302) are unintended. This Space has its own Logic. 

· We remind you that the Wonder Chamber is home to a complex collection of Objects; it 
has many possible points of Entrance and Exit and, of course, Dead Ends. Visitors 
interested in exploring other routes are encouraged to take them; however, if you do 
leave the path, we will not take responsibility for what happens to you. 

· Some thinking questions: Does every wave of History have the same Source (☼ Boom!)? 
If Herstory is a wave, what is the Medium it ripples through? Can waves of Ourstory 
(and its variants history, herstory, theirstory, yourstory, astory, as well as the Holy Grail: 
thestory) ripple through other Media? And, crucially, what happens once we reach a 
Medium’s End? 
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Wunderkammer – Lognote # 2 

 
 
A series of maps. Some include topographical details; others don’t. Like the Curiosity described 
in Lognote # 1, they are well-worn; unlike the first Exhibit, they appear to have been roughly 
handled. Their edges are ragged and, in some cases, missing; brown with the spit of centuries of 
disputation. 
 
Most curious feature 
Where to start? These maps are full of Sonderheiten (unusualities); sounds and textures emanate 
from them, little figures and hyperlinks are embedded in their weave. Some of them even smell. 
However, we suggest the following activity for truly Curious visitors: lay the maps on top of each 
other and the only thing that will remain the same is the distant coastline, uneven and jumpy. 
While we urge you to immerse yourselves in them, please take care; some of these little Objects 
have been known to swallow entire populations whole. 
 
Map One: date? 
A ragged bowl; jagged on the edges. This map is the Ur-Karte, the original of the species; short 
on political borderlines, but heavy on topographical features. Visitors are alerted to, in no 
particular order: 
· the mountainy rim; useful for defence and natural resources 
· rivers; essential for transport and communication 
· a central plain; good for farming. 

 
Note that across the centre, someone has scrawled ‘citadel’ or ‘cauldron’.1 The map also contains 
traces of dyed fabric and tufts of hair; these have been identified as mummified relics of the Boii, 
the Germano-Celtic tribe who first settled the region and gave it their name.2 Note also the 
fabric, similar to stretched vellum, that the map is made from. This appears in all the maps in the 
Lost and Found Art Museum and appears to have been left by another German tribe, the 
Marcomanni. DNA testing by our experts shows that it shares the same genetic markers as 
human skin. 
 
Map Two: c. 500 AD 
Is this a second map, or simply a variation on the first? We draw your attention to the north-
west edges of the region – the ‘Sudetes’ mountain range – where blurred lines have appeared. 
These are undefined in colour and hazy, as if caught in motion. The Marcomanni and their heirs, 
the Germanic Quadi, have departed west to Bavaria, leaving the region free for the Slavs 
(Czechs), who move in.  
 
Map Three: c. 800-900 AD 
The Kunstkammer staff would like to alert visitors to the sudden appearance of dotted black lines 
extending the charted area north and eastwards. The region (which we will henceforth refer to as 
‘Bohemia’) has become part of a large Slavic state – Great Moravia. The upper edges of the map 
are torn, and reddish-brown stains are smeared across the borderlines. (?) Don’t touch them, 
please – though younger visitors can entertain themselves trying to guess the nature of this 
substance; we’ve had some interesting answers over the years! A cloud of green-and-red-striped 
warpaint to the east indicates the imminent arrival of the Magyars, who will split Great Moravia, 
pushing out the Czechs and taking over ‘Slovakia’. 
                                                
1 Of, we infer, Europe. 
2 ‘First’, according to some sources only, c.f., Wiskemann, Czechs and Germans (Oxford: 1938). 
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Map Four: 1000 AD 
Goodness, time flies! Following the Magyars’ triumph, the mapped region has shrunk. It now 
resembles the shape of a slightly flattened human heart, defended by heavy black lines. Holy St. 
Wenceslas,3 King of Bohemia and Moravia, has set up Prague as a bishopric of the German 
branch of the Roman Church under Mainz!4 

Hurrah! Or (depending on your outlook) Boo! 
 
Intermission – a shadow-play 
Such a kerfuffle! Visitors, note the multiplicity of entrances and exits as the Kingdom of 
Bohemia is consolidated and the Wunderkammer’s Key Curiosity, the region’s ‘Identity’, is formed, 
reshaped, merged and tempered! In a flurry of dangerous liaisons, Czech nobles are marrying 
German princesses, forming the ‘transethnic’5 Přemyslid dynasty. Listen to that babble – 
Bohemian towns are bustling with German merchants! And as if that wasn’t enough, King 
Ottakar II, Wenceslas’ descendant, has invited German settlers – farmers, miners, craftsmen and 
artists – to come over the borders to live there, so adding to his already considerable wealth and 
status.6 What a stroke of genius!  

In 1306, the Přemyslides die out, and are replaced by the Luxemburgs.  
 
Map Five: 1330s 
Heavy lines appear (red-white-blue mixed with black-gold-red), extending the region to the east. 
Poland has ceded the strongly German Silesia to Bohemia. Pay particular attention to the 
mysterious gleam coating the new borderlines. This gleam, which some visitors have called a 
‘glamour’ (though the staff of the Kunstraum are reluctant to endorse any suggestion that magic 
exists) is often referred to as the ‘mystical unity of the Wenceslas lands’, the right of Bohemia, 
Moravia and Silesia to be united as one state.7 Future Czechs will call on this historical ‘fact’ 
when claiming the territory as theirs. For now, however, please note that the Czech nobility 
remains ‘Czech’ not by resisting the German influence, but by partially absorbing it.8 
 
Map Six: 1340s - 1500 
Exciting! This map is distinguished by a web of multicoloured lines, sprawling in a rather 
tentacle-ish fashion across central Europe. The Luxemburgish Charles has become Holy Roman 
Emperor of the German Nation, with Prague as his capital! 

Hurrah! 
One curator has described Map Six as the ‘cultural high-point’ of the Bohemian Wunderspiel 

and, indeed, younger visitors have remarked on an exciting ‘fizz’ emanating from it, similar to the 
tickle of sherbet. Some visitors have also noticed a rather sour scent. For an explanation, we 
suggest taking a closer look at the reverse of the map: at its edges you will see residues of three 
distinct mould cultures. These have been identified by our Wissenschaftsabteilung as sauerkraut, 
camembert and beer (of German, French and Czech origin respectively), and have combined 
chemically at the centre; voilà – ‘fizz’! However, the Theatre of Selected Memory would like to 

                                                
3 Yes! He of ‘on the Feast of Stephen … poor man gathering fuel’ etc. 
4 See Everywhere: Divine Right of Kings as justification of ownership/control of property/land/resources. 
5 We are aware that ‘transethnic’ is a rather woolly term and perhaps might not even exist, but in the absence of 
anything more precise, we suggest it will do. For the moment. 
6 We would like to take this opportunity to remind visitors that the Germans invited by Ottokar aren’t from 
‘Germany’ (that notion/nation doesn’t exist yet), but from the principalities of Saxony, Bavaria and Upper Silesia. 
However, we do admit the existence at that time of the rather looser concept of ‘Germania’ (Deutschlände, roughly 
translated as ‘lands of the German-speakers’). 
7 Aka ‘Staatsrecht’ (State’s Right). 
8 For comparison, see Ireland: Fitzgerald, Garret Mór, and the Norman invasion. Catchphrase – ‘More Irish than 
the Irish themselves’. 
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remind visitors that with all chemical reactions, something has to dissolve so something else can 
sparkle. In this case, the dissolving/diminishing element appears to be Slavic/Czech privilege, 
while the Germans, educated and wealthy, get to glitter.9 

Observant guests will see a tiny stick figure near the town of Husinec/Hussinetz10 at the 
southern border. This is a ‘mini-me’ of Jan Hus, Protestant Reformer and Czech Revolutionary!11 
Under the microscope, the figure clearly has two faces: that regarding the Czech name for his 
hometown is heroic, while the face observing the German spelling has a more brutal aspect. One 
man’s freedom fighter is another man’s terrorist? We apologise for the cliché, but do remind 
visitors that most clichés have a kernel of truth in them.12 Let’s leave that for the moment. This 
map is noted for its many spatters, oozes and pools of that strange reddish-brown substance 
indicated earlier (??) – keep your distance, please, visitors! Suffice to say, the baby-golem of Hus 
is drenched in it and also significantly charred.  

Curious visitors are directed to the border regions, particularly the towns of Saaz, Aussig, 
Leitmeritz, Komotau and Budweis. Our Vorsprungdurchtechnikstaffel has embedded a hyperlink in 
each of these towns: click to replay how, during the Hussite Revolution, the population, as if by 
magic, transforms from German to Czech!13 

Many visitors have remarked that the map smells less sour the longer they look at it. 
Perhaps this is due to the influence of the tiny coin-stamp of Martin Luther’s head, just inside 
the north-western border – reflecting the Protestantisation of many Bohemian Germans and the 
resultant calming of national/ethnic/sectarian tensions. 
 
Warning: Before observing the next map, we urge visitors to don protective clothing: flak jackets, shields, kneepads 
and face-masks are available at any Time from our Staff. 
 
Map Seven: 1500-1618 
The boundaries to the south, east and west have been rubbed out, replaced with new lines of a 
startling red-white-red stripage. The (Catholic) Ferdinand of Habsburg has been  
elected King of Bohemia! 

Hurrah! / Boo! 
To the distant east a hazy golden crescent is visible. Is bringing in a Habsburg a strategic 

choice, allowing Bohemia to muscle up against the Turks? If so, beware: as all schoolboys know, 
every protection racket has its price. Indeed, hyperlinks reveal that, under Ferdinand, the royal 
administration is becoming more German and, significantly, more land is also falling into 
German hands.14 Whatever way we look at it, it’s disaster for the Czechs! Some visitors have, in 
fact, been known to cover their ears owing to the rather relentless refrain playing over this map 
(‘Let German be spoken in Germany15 but Czech in our country’ for those who want to sing along). 

 
Warning: we alert visitors to the two flashing red buttons under this map.  

                                                
9 What about poor and uneducated Bohemian Germans? Do they get to glitter too? 
10 For more about confusing Bohemian town-names, see, if we get there: Lognote # 5. 
11 To avoid confusion, it may be useful for visitors to view the Hussite Revolution as both an expression of 
Protestant identity and a marker of Czechness, not one or the other. See Ireland (and lots of Other Places): 
conflation of national /ethnic and religious identity. See also Ireland: the refusal of some Anglo-Irish nobility to 
Protestantise under the Tudors as a statement of independence. See also, for contrast, Ireland: Butler, James aka 
‘Proddy turncoat’. 
12 For more on this, see West Germany and Ireland: 1970s (ancillary activity), ‘Blessed’ Eoin; the Antifascisten 
Wunderkammer of A.B. und S.H.; also the ‘Newspaper Statement’, Berlin, June 1975. See also, London, 20— 
13 What, we wonder, happened to the Germans who used to live in these towns? 
14 Technically, the ‘Germans’ getting their mitts on the resources of the region include both Böhmendeutsch 
(Bohemian Germans who have lived in the region for years) and Auslandsdeutsch (‘foreign’ Germans, fresh from 
German provinces like Bavaria and Saxony or, predominantly, from Ȍsterreich – Ferdinand’s turf, aka ‘Austria’). 
15 Even though, as we have seen, there is no unified ‘Germany’ yet, and besides, it’s Austria posing the threat. See 
Hitler, A., for later comparison. 
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1. The button labelled ‘1615’ refers to the banning by the Bohemian Diet of anyone who 
cannot speak Czech from acquiring Bohemian land. If incautious visitors press this, the 
refrain mentioned above will play at a deafening volume. 

2. The second button is altogether more dangerous. Labelled ‘1618’, it refers to the forcible 
election of a Habsburg to the throne of Bohemia. Press this button only at your hazard and 
only if you want to relive the following horrific events in detail: 

• the Defenestration of Prag/Praha16 
• the execution of the 27 Czech Martyrs responsible for same 
• the humiliating defeat of the Bohemian nobility at the Battle of White Mountain17 
• the ensuing and rather bloody (?!— / ≈  [ c i r cui t  wavers]  �  Thirty Years War (see 

flak jackets, shields, etc., above). 
 

Note: 
Apologies for that Glitch. The Battle of White Mountain (or BWM, as we in the Wonder Gallery 
affectionately call it) has often been seen as the ‘defining’ birth moment of Czech/German 
hostility. Here’s some teasers for younger visitors:  

1. Birth moment? Really? 
2. Cause or effect? Chicken or egg? 
3. Speaking of eggs, a much-loved and familiar query: How did Humpty Dumpty fall? 

 
All going well, this Curiosity (the Maps Cycle) will re-start at a deeper Point in the Kabinett. 

                                                
16 At which two Catholic governors were thrown from a window; surviving, according to some apocryphal sources, 
by landing on a pile of Bullshit. For contrast, see, Wonderland: Dumpty, H. 
17 For parallels, see Ireland: Battle of Kinsale and (later) Flight of the Earls. 
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Wunderkammer – Lognote # 6 
 
 
An inventory, filled in by hand on what appears to be a stained and rather grubby official form 
entitled ‘Freiwild – Baggage Allowance’. Visitors may be interested to know that ‘Freiwild’ means 
literally ‘fair game’ and was a term used to describe German women during the liberation.18 
Beneath the inventory is a placard: 
 
Placard 

Most of the Baggage detailed above was taken by German women during that stage of the 
liberation of Czechoslovakia traditionally known as the ‘wild’ expulsions (May-August 
1945).19 However, be aware that Inventory Forms such as this were never filled in by any 
administrative body of any ethnicity/nationality to account for Baggage taken. It is 
therefore reasonable to wonder whether such Baggage ever actually existed in the first 
place. 

 
Most curious feature 
Above the exhibit is a three-dimensional visual aid, suspended by what looks like a noose. The 
aid is a plastic doll of indeterminate gender, c.40cm tall, with shorn hair, designed to help you 
learn anatomy and politics in one. Please feel free to ‘play’ with it by touching it on various parts 
of its body. A scream (!) – it’s fine, visitors; after all, she is ‘Fair Game’– will let you know if 
you’ve struck gold! 

 
Frewild Baggage inventory 

• Scars on wrists from manacles, ropes, chains, cords, gripped fingers 
• Whip-marks on back, chest, thighs, neck, face, breasts, feet, arms and so on 
• Bleeding scalp, scars, scabs on head and face and general loss of feminine loveliness from 

shearing of hair by bayonets 
• Bruises from stonings 
• Broken and lost teeth 
• Broken legs and arms 
• Broken spinal columns from hangings 
• Broken nails from attempting to wash swastika out of clothes 
• Chafed skin on forehead from daubing of letter ‘N’ or swastikaNasal irritation from the 

smoke from ‘human torches’ (i.e., people hung by their heels on trees or lampposts, 
doused in petrol and set alight, common in Prague) 

• Eye irritations from smoke (see above) 
• Sore throat from shouting ‘we are Hitler-whores’ 
• Sore ears from the sound of cheering and applause 
• Sore eyes at the sight of the letter ‘N’ (N for Nĕmec = German; conveniently, N for 

Nazi = German also) 
• Lost limbs and ripped guts from being pulled apart by dray-horses 

                                                
18 Aka  ‘expulsion’ or ‘purge’. Or, more recently, ‘ethnic cleansing’ (see Naimark, 2001), although the use of the term 
in this context does raise some questions. See Lognote # 7 for a more detailed discussion. 
19 Led in some regions by the Czechs (the Revolutionary Guard aka Revoluční Garda or the special police aka Sbor 
Národní Bezpečnosti) and in others by the Red Guard (Russian Army). According to Naimark (2001), the Czechs’ 
speciality was plunder and violence, while the Red Army, as in other German-populated areas, specialised in rape 
and pillage. It is debatable to what extent the brutality experienced during the ‘wild expulsions’ was a result of 
popular fury (the traditional interpretation) and to what extent it was orchestrated by the military (new or ‘heretical’ 
interpretations; see Gerlach, 2002). 
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• Goosepimples from stripping off clothes 
• Muscular tiredness from walking long distances, i.e., to a camp or the border 
• Hunger 
• Pains from dysentery, typhus, hunger 
• Nausea and sickness from eating human excrement 
• Sore nose from smell of urine in latrine where our babies were drowned 
• Sore throat from crying 
• Sore mind from trying to think ahead 
• Sore neck from keeping head down 
• Sore face from having doors of restaurants, shops, taverns, hotels closed in it 
• Sore tongue from making friends with nice Russian soldier who will protect us from the 

Czechs 
• Sore nostrils from making snuffling sound because we are ‘pigs’ 
• Sore conscience? 
• Sore head thinking of Theresienstadt and Lidice? 
• Sore back from carrying all our worldly possessions 
• Sickness in the belly, distension, waters breaking, weakening of teeth and cramps from 

giving birth to rape-children 
• Scabs on feet from being stripped of shoes and stockings 
• Ash-dust from burning of homes, possessions, neighbours and all that is familiar 
• Unusable/meaningless wedding rings following the beatings, shootings, killings and 

maimings of husbands, fathers, lovers 
• Sore vaginas/anal cavities/mouths from multiple and mass rape 
• Slicing apart of vaginas from having to sit on sharp instruments, e.g., an SA dagger* 

• Sore lungs from holding breath under the surface of the Elbe to avoid potshots 
• Rust on pram structure, rotting leather, mouldy skin, distended flesh and no eyes because 

the fish ate them after we were thrown with our babies into the Elbe at Aussig (now Ústí 
nad Labem) to the sound of cheering (see sore ears, above). 

_____________________________________________ 
 

* Caveat: only one incident of this type was recorded and the dagger was stuck in the snatch of an SS member 
so she probably deserved it, the Hitler-whore.20 

 

                                                
20 This ‘footnote’ (not to be confused with the Wunderkammer’s more authoritative curatorial Footnotes, visitors!) is, 
unlike the text on the form, in type. We have not yet established whether it was added by the person/people who 
never filled out the form – or whether it belongs to the fabric of the form itself. A Curious Thought, indeed. 


